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Abstract: Electrostatic Rotary bell (ESRB) atomizers are used as the dominant means of paint
application by the automotive industry. They utilize the high rotational speed of a cup to induce
primary atomization of a liquid along with shaping air to provide secondary atomization and
transport. In order to better understand the fluid breakup mechanisms involved in this process,
high-speed shadowgraph imaging was used to visualize the edge of a serrated rotary bell at speeds
varying between 5000 and 12,000 RPM and with a water flow rate of 250 ccm. A multi-step
image processing algorithm was developed to differentiate between ligaments and droplets during
the primary atomization process. The results from this experiment showed that higher bell
speeds resulted in a 26.8% reduction in ligament and 22.3% reduction in droplet Sauter Mean
Diameters (SMD). Additionally, the ligament (ranging from 40 to 400 µm) diameters formed bimodal
distributions, while the droplet (ranging from 40 to 300 µm) diameters formed a normal distribution.
Velocities were also measured using particle tracking velocimetry, in which size-dependent velocities
could then be computed. Droplet velocities were affected more by rotational speed than droplet SMD,
while ligaments were affected by other factors than the rotational speed and ligament SMD.
Keywords: rotary bells; atomization; droplets; shadowgraph; droplet size distributions
1. Introduction
Rotary bell applicators are one class of spray atomizers that use centrifugal forces to break up fluid.
This system is used in various applications such as coating applicators, fuel injectors, mass spectroscopy,
drug delivery, and pesticide application [1,2]. However, one challenging application is in automotive
painting due to the production rate, size of the vehicle, environmental impact, fluid properties and the
importance of droplet size uniformity and film build consistency on the appearance and finish of the
vehicle [3,4]. Rotary bell (or cup) applicators operate by releasing fluid along the center of a rotating
cup, which forms a thin liquid film over the inner surface of the cup. When the film reaches the edge
of the cup, ligaments (connected liquid threads) are formed. Air flow around the outside of the cup,
referred to as shaping air, contributes to additional liquid breakup into droplets and directs the droplets
towards the target, thus resulting in application of the fluid to a substrate. In the automotive industry,
the paint is often electrostatically charged to enhance the transfer of the paint to the target [3,5].
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Rotary bell atomizers have been the primary method of paint application for many manufacturers
due to the increased paint transfer efficiency over the alternative of air spray guns, such as air blast
sprayers. However, the devices leave room for improvement since over-coating is often necessary to
ensure sufficient finish quality [5,6]. Since its inception into industry, rotating disk, and later rotary
bell, applicators have been studied in an attempt to understand and improve the paint application
process, but further improvements would continue to reduce costs and waste in industrial processes.
Currently, automotive paint shops amount to 30%–50% of the total cost to manufacture automobiles
and up to 70% of the total energy costs in an assembly plant [3,5]. Thus, even small improvements to
any aspect of the process is important, since it can result in large cost savings and waste reduction.
One of the most often-studied aspects of rotary bell and rotating disk applicators has been the
atomization process. Early studies led to the fundamental physical interpretation of liquid atomization
in these systems [7–10], where it was found that the atomization process begins with thin ligaments
forming at the edge of the bell that eventually breakup into droplets. Particle size distributions for
droplets were also found to be Gaussian with a slight skew toward smaller sizes. Liquid breakup
from the ligaments has also been described, including laminar breakup of single jet ligament
length [11], jet breakup time characterization [12], and liquid ligament detachment/elongation
characterization [13].
Spinning disk applicators have similar flowfield characteristics as the bell spray process, clearly
showing the ligament and droplet formation. Many studies have been conducted with regards to
the critical parameters and characteristics of spinning disk and wheel applications, such as ligament
and droplet formation and droplet size distributions [14–19]. Notable observations from spinning
disk literature include that the Sauter mean diameter increases with decreased rotational speed [15],
and that velocity slip of the liquid film flowing over a rotating wheel is significant when the wheel
rotation is slow but is negligible at high Weber numbers [17]. Additionally, spinning disks with teeth
or serrations [18] had a characteristic bimodal droplet size distribution, which was notably different
from the typical polydispersed distribution for flat-rimmed rotating atomizers [15].
Many studies have been performed to characterize the effects of various parameter changes on
atomization, including flowrate, rotational speed, and cup geometry with regards to bell atomizers [20].
Experimental [6,16] and simulated parametrization [21] have both been conducted and it was found
that increasing the flow rate of rotary atomizers leads to a transition from aerodynamic (or jet)
disintegration to turbulent disintegration of the ligaments, whereby there is a transition of ligament
formation to sheet formation at the cup edge [4,22]. Increasing rotational speed was observed to result
in less homogeneous disintegration [4]. Additionally, the droplet size distribution near the cup showed
multi-modal shapes at low rotational speeds with [6] and without the inclusion [22] electrostatic forces.
It has been suggested that the spray is dominated by main and satellite drop sizes, corresponding to
the peaks in the number distributions. Such bimodal distributions affect the final appearance [23] and
the transfer efficiency [3]. The bimodal distributions have been shown to converge to a single mode
with increasing RPM as well.
There have also been a variety of techniques used in imaging and determining droplet sizes
for general sprays. Laser diffraction (LD) is the most common form of droplet sizing in sprays [24].
The method quantifies the droplet size distribution over a wide range through the spray flowfield
(plume). Though it does not give other flow properties such as velocity, other methods such as Phase
Doppler Anemometry (PDA) and Phase-Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) overcame that flaw and
measure properties such as droplet-size distribution, velocity, density, and mass flux [15]. Another viable
imaging technique is shadowgraph imaging, where captured images require further processing to
determine the sizes of droplets and ligaments [25–27], but provide accurate statistics after calibration.
In addition to droplet and ligament size information, velocities of the fluid particles are of
particular interest in understanding the transfer of the droplet cloud to the substrate. Particle image
velocimetry (PIV) is a technique that can be used to determine velocity fields and has been investigated
in previous spray studies to measure the velocity of flow fields and individual droplet velocities [28,29].
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However, this technique does require two consecutive frames in time so that the particles can be
correlated to produce the velocity vectors. This can be done through laser-pulse imaging and
with high-speed cameras. It is worth noting that PIV and micro-PIV have been used in rotary bell
atomization to measure the shaping air velocity and the droplet velocity in the flow field [30–33].
To our knowledge, there are no archival articles that reported the near cup droplet and ligament
velocities using PIV methods. Thus, measured velocity statistics could provide meaningful new data.
PIV in conjunction with particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) was used in the present work, with a
high-speed camera, to calculate the near-cup ligament and droplet velocities.
Direct droplet and ligament formation, as well as droplet sizing, have been investigated in
various capacities for rotary bell applicators. However, these studies were not conducted with
the inclusion of shaping airflow [22,23,34,35], which is used in the automotive industry for paint
application. While general research into pulsed airflow breakup effects [36] and specific study of
rotary bell atomization characteristics with shaping air [37] have been conducted, the combination
of studying droplet and ligament size evolution with changing parameters in the near field has not
been reported. Additionally, many studies examine the atomization process with the inclusion of
electrostatic forces [7,38], which show droplet size distributions are bimodal.
This paper examines a rotary bell applicator near the cup with shaping air using a high speed
shadowgraph imaging setup. While the technique itself has been used, its use for near-field imaging of
rotary bell applicators to capture fluid particle size and simultaneous velocity measurements has not
been reported in literature. The purpose of this work was to develop an imaging technique that could
examine the physical breakup mechanisms at high rotational speeds, gain meaningful size and velocity
statistics, and correlate the size and velocity data from individual fluid particles, all from a single
data set. This was accomplished by utilizing high-speed shadowgraph imaging and several image
processing techniques to eliminate some of the inherent background noise that accompanies this type
of atomization. Ultimately, this work adds valuable insight into the study of the atomization process
and aids in increasing paint transfer efficiency by demonstrating a new measurement technique for
studying near-field atomization and presenting meaningful fluid particle data by using this technique.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup
An ASEA Brown Boveri Ltd. (ABB, Zürich, Switzerland) rotary bell atomizer, seen in Figure 1
equipped with a 65 mm diameter serrated bell-cup was used in this experiment. The rotary bell was
operated at speeds of 5000–12,000 RPM in intervals of 1000 RPM. Only rotational speed was varied in
this experiment due to it being the dominant parameter in producing different droplet diameters for
rotary bell atomizers utilizing water at the speeds conducted here [10]. Additionally, in another
unpublished experiment, at higher rotational speeds and with multiple flow rates considered,
a 96% dependence of droplet diameter on rotational speed was found with a two-way ANOVA
(Analysis of Variance) analysis. Given these results, significant changes were only expected to be seen
with variation in the rotational rate.
Liquid water (paint surrogate) was used as the atomization fluid and was sent through the bell at
a flowrate of 250 ccm. The water released from the bell was contained within a side-draft paint booth.
Additionally, the use of water, instead of paint, still allows for results that are relevant for automotive
paint spray systems due to the similarity in Ekman numbers, which relate viscous and Coriolis forces
in a system. The automotive industry operates at very high rotational speeds (>60,000 RPM), and with
paint at viscosities around ten times larger than that of water at the rotational speeds used. This is
proportionally compensated for in this experiment with the choice of reduced rotational speeds on the
same order as the reduction in viscosity.
A 500 W lamp was used as the illumination source for shadowgraph imaging. A Phantom V611
CMOS camera (Vision Research, Wayne, NJ, USA) equipped with an f = 105 mm Sigma (Tokyo, Japan)
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lens was used to image the liquid. The illumination source and the camera were placed on opposing
sides (transmission mode) of the rotary bell as shown in Figure 1. The acquisition rate of the camera
was set to 340 kHz using 64 × 128 pixels with a spatial resolution of 25.9 µm/pixel, resulting in an
overall field of view of 1.68 mm × 3.36 mm.Coatings 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 17 
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Figure 1. Experimental diagram with lamp (A), rotary bell (B), camera (C), hood (D) and computer (E).
Also pictured are the rotary bell (F) and an experimental image (G) with direction of cup rotation
(left arrow) and the general fluid flow direction (right arrow) indicated.
High-s eed shadow raph imaging was perform d at the near field of the cup edge with the
camera placed at an angle behind the cup to capture the ligament formation. The angle was chosen
such that the entirety of the ligaments would be approximately perpendicular to the camera and most
of the fluid in the image would be in this single plane, thus allowing the shadowgraph images to give
more accurate sizes of the fluid particles. Shadowgraph imaging allowed the approximate edges of
the water droplets to be identified. For each bell speed case, 150,000 consecutive images were taken,
which amounts to approximately 441 ms of real-time acquisition, or nearly 37 full cup rotations for the
5000 RPM case. The images were then processed to determin size and velocity distributions.
It is also worth noting that this method was applied to water as opp s d to pai t. This is an
indication of its effectiveness because of the fact that it is easier to image paint using s adowgraph
than it is with water for a couple of reasons. Those reasons being that paint is more opaque and much
more viscous than water. Therefore, the droplets have clearer edges in the images and much slower
breakup times, assuming all operational parameters are equal. It can be assumed that the resulting
shadowgraph data would also be easier for the image processing method presented as well.
2.2. Image Processing
In order to process the images for both droplet and ligament size statistics, a processing algorithm
was used to first identify liquid by binarizing the image, then connected liquid pixels were formed into
groups, and finally segmented i to either ligame ts or droplets. An example of one of the raw images
can be seen in Figure 1, minus the direction arr ws, and a visual representation of the image processing
is shown in Figure 2. Typically, background images are needed to distinguish between signal and
background noise levels. Unfortunately, the background signal differed image-to-image since the light
source travelled through the droplet cloud, which varied between cases, before illuminating the near
cup liquid, therefore an approximation for the background light signal was needed. Using MATLAB
R2016a, a pseudo-background image was calculated as shown in Figure 2b (with the original raw image
in Figure 2a). The background was computed by dilating [39] the original image with a horizontal line
structuring element to suppress the individual liquid droplets that occur on small spatial scales and
accentuate any larger scale variat on in backgro nd light that var es frame-to-frame. The background
light changes due to different amounts of p rticles passing between the focus pl ne of the camera and
the illumination source. Once the background image was calculated, it was then subtracted from the
original image to show only light that was refracted, and therefore showing only the liquid, shown
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in Figure 2c. Finally, this image was binarized using a static thresholding method after determining
that adaptive thresholding methods, such as Otsu’s method, did not accurately predict the threshold
necessary to yield an image containing only fluid elements. The thresholding point that did yield the
isolated fluid element images did not significantly change across images, and so a static threshold
was chosen that gave an image of only liquid consisting of both ligaments and droplets, as shown
in Figure 2d. Afterwards, the outline of the processed image was superimposed on the original to
check the accuracy of the processing, shown in Figure 2g. Once it was determined that the edges were
sufficiently captured, the method was used for the remaining images.
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Figure 2. Image processing steps visualization, which includes the original image (a); dilated image (b);
subtraction (c); binarization (d); ligaments-only image (e); droplets-only image (f); and edges of
binarization imposed on the original image (g).
The images were further processed to separate the ligaments from droplets. To do this, ligaments
were defined as connected fluid elements attached to the cup and droplets as any other identified
liquid in the image. Connected components, with eight-neighbor connectivi y were ide tified in
the binarized image. The eight-neighb r con ectivity in this case ref rring to the inclusion of the
eight pixels that surround or “neighbor” every pixel in a 3 × 3 block through horizontal, vertical,
and diagonal connection. This identification meant that the ligaments and the cup from the binarized
image would be taken as a single object. The largest connected component was removed from the
image, since it was always the combination of the cup and ligaments attached to the cup, leaving only
the droplets in the image. The largest component was then placed in its own separate image, isolating
the ligaments and cup edge, and the cup edge was subsequently removed from the new image using a
circular fit from the original image. All of the pixels on the edge of and inside of the arc fit were set to
zero, eliminating the entirety of the cup from the image. Following the cup removal, two images that
could be used to determine size statistics remained, one with ligaments only (Figure 2e) and the other
with droplets only (Fig re 2f). The combination of the statistics gained from these two images was also
considered and is henceforth referred t as “combined” or “ov ra l” statistics.
Additionally, the length and width of ligaments were calculated from the processed images.
Ligament widths were calculated by taking the width of each ligament at the cup edge.
Ligament lengths were calculated by using a skeleton operation [39] that approximated the ligaments
as a line with a width of one pixel, and then obtaining the length of the resulting lines. Thus, the widths
can be thought of as ligament base widths and the lengths can be thought of as the length of the
ligament beginning at the cup. The ligament lengths and widths were calculated to further investigate
general changes in ligament geometry with rotational speed.
2.3. Size Measurements
Once the liqui was identified, fluid size statistics were next calculated. Fluid size was measured
in terms of hydraulic diameter, calculated using Equation (1):
Dh =
4A
P
(1)
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where Dh is the hydraulic diameter, A is the area of the object and P is the perimeter. The area of
each droplet was defined as the pixel count of that group, and the perimeter as the number of pixels
bordering the inscribing area for each individual droplet. The area and perimeter in pixels were
converted into physical distance using a calibration to characterize the optical resolution. In order
to get statistically different images of the liquid flowing from the bell, every 100th frame of the data
was used, as this approximated a single flow time through the field of view in the 5000 RPM case.
1500 images were then used to determine the size statistics. Number distributions were then tabulated
based on the resulting hydraulic diameter measurements. Volume distributions were also calculated
by cubing the hydraulic diameters, which created a more size-weighted interpretation of the data.
To ensure that this sample size for these measurements was adequate, convergence tests
were performed. This was done by calculating a size distribution, from a subset of the total
1500 measurements, and computing the percent difference between this subset statistic and that
for all of the 1500 measurements. A subset, as used here, refers to taking the distribution from only
a portion of the 1500 images, starting with one image. Progressively more data, in increments of
one image, were added until the distribution of the collective subset of the original 1500 images
was approximately that of the distribution when all of the images were included. At this point,
the distribution required no more data to better represent the process and the distribution were said to
have converged. Figure 3 shows the evolution of a single size distribution as more data was included
and Figure 4 represents the percent difference evolution for three of the cases to further illustrate the
convergence of the distributions. Ultimately, in the worst-case scenario, the distributions converged to
less than 5% difference from the final distribution after approximately 700 frames were included in the
data set. Thus, the distributions were taken as statistically converged. The frames at which each of the
cases converged can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. The percentage of data (out of 1500 frames) at which the number distributions for size and
velocity reach less than 5% difference compared to the final distribution (which includes the data from
all 1500 images) for ligaments, droplets, and their combined (both ligaments and droplets) statistics at
each bell speed tested.
Measured Quantities
Bell Speed [kRPM]
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Size
Ligaments 31.8 48.9 33.3 5.87 56.5 25.3 23.9 32.1
Droplets 3.67 5.13 1.73 8.33 1.47 2.13 1.87 2.40
Combined 3.87 7.40 5.67 8.00 4.07 3.13 1.87 2.53
Velocity
Ligaments 25.9 21.6 22.6 38.0 45.8 44.9 35.1 47.4
Droplets 25.8 27.5 21.2 12.6 10.5 14.9 9.47 7.53
Combined 17.4 17.1 14.9 6.07 7.80 13.0 5.13 6.60
2.4. Velocity Measurements
Davis 8.3 (LaVision, Ypsilanti, MI, USA) was used to obtain velocity information of the individual
ligaments and droplets using combined PIV and PTV. The PIV algorithm utilized a multi-pass
cross-correlation algorithm that successively worked down from 64 × 64 to 4 × 4 pixel interrogation
window sizes with 50% overlap. The results from this process were velocity vector fields for the entire
frame. The PTV option subsequently detected droplets in the image and reoriented the interrogation
window to obtain a single vector for each droplet, discarding the remaining vectors in the velocity
field. When post processing the data, if there were multiple vectors on a single droplet, the average
of the velocity vectors was taken, and that data was subsequently used in the resulting velocity
statistics. Using the combination of PIV and PTV, not only were droplet and ligament velocities able
to be obtained, but the velocity vectors could also be correlated to the droplet and ligament sizes.
1500 evenly spaced sets of two sequential images in time were used for velocity calculations.
Statistical comparisons were done on one case to verify how many images were needed for the
velocity distributions to converge, in the same manner as for the sizes, and it was found that the
distributions converged to a less than a five percent difference from the final distribution after, in the
worst case, 700 frames. This result can be found in Table 1, which shows the frames at which the
velocity distributions converge to less than 5% difference. Thus, the 1500 sets of images are statistically
converged for both size and velocity. The spacing between image sets was the exact same as for the
size statistics, with the first image in each velocity image set corresponding to the same image used to
determine sizes. This was done so that the velocity and size statistics could be directly correlated.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Ligament Breakup Observations
Unprocessed, consecutive experimental images were examined prior to any image processing
to examine the ligament breakups for the various speeds. The raw image data was able to give
information about the various fluid structures and ligament geometries that form at the edge of the
cup. Combined with the high speed camera capability, detailed evolution of these structures over
time was observed, as well as various fluid breakup and droplet formation mechanisms. Given that
multiple rotational speeds were tested, the change in these mechanisms under additional shearing
force was also observed. The observations of the ligament breakups at the 5, 8, and 12 kRPM are
detailed in this study.
For the lowest rotational speed tested, 5 kRPM, there appear to be three typical regimes of
fluid breakup, which can be seen in Figure 5. The first regime (shown on the row “a” of Figure 5)
appears as an elongated ligament that holds a large volume of fluid at its unstable, mushroom-tip that
subsequently breaks off into a droplet. The ligament in this case forms a wave along its length, likely
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due to Kelvin and Rayleigh instabilities, and then breaks up into smaller satellite droplets along its
length in addition to the droplet it forms at the tip. The necking or pinching is typical of a Rayleigh
breakup and indicates that another force, in this case the centrifugal force, has exceeded the surface
tension force. This regime closely resembles the low momentum, thick ligament growth with multiple
sequential breakups in Rao et al. [40].
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fluid element. In a less frequent manner, a third regime, shown in the row c of Figure 5, appears and 
forms a ligament off the cup with a different structure. The ligament appears to be a translucent ring 
shape in the view of the camera, and is likely a thin-filmed ligament. The structure expands until the 
end of the liquid structure bursts into much finer droplets. Both the second and third observed 
breakup regimes resemble similarities to the standard bag breakup regime. 
In the 8 kRPM case, seen in Figure 6, the ligaments are shorter and the droplets formed have 
smaller diameters than in the 5 kRPM case, as expected. The breakup, as a result, occurs closer to the 
edge of the cup, which indicates shorter breakup times. The ligament angle in relation to the cup also 
experiences a notable increase, which then translates into a change in the projection angle at which 
the droplets are ejected from the ligaments. This result is expected as well since the only change was 
rotational speed, which would thus increase the shearing force on the ligaments. Additionally, the 
same regimes that appeared in the previous case are observed to appear in this case. However, the 
elongated ligament to droplet breakup (row “a” of Figure 6) appears more prevalent and breaks up 
into more droplets along its length. The other notable difference is that the breakup in the row “c” of 
Figure 6 also resembles the bag-stamen type of breakup [41] as opposed to only a bag breakup. 
Figure 5. Image sequences of three different ligaments in the 5 kRPM case over time (moving from
left to right in the respective row): elongated ligament into droplet (a); ligament into bag breakup (b);
and bag breakup off of the cup (c). These images within each sequence were taken 15 frames, or 44.1 µs,
apart. The boxed liquid structure is the liquid of interest.
A second regime that often appears is shown in the row b of Figure 5. The sequence begins with
a standard long and thin ligament that initially forms with a larger fluid structure at the tip of the
ligament, which subsequently breaks up into smaller droplets. The fluid structure at the tip rapidly
expands, similar to a bag breakup [41,42], as opposed to the first regime which separates the entire
fluid element. In a less frequent manner, a third regime, shown in the row c of Figure 5, appears and
forms a ligament off the cup with a different structure. The ligament appears to be a translucent ring
shape in the view of the camera, and is likely a thin-filmed ligament. The structure expands until
the end of the liquid structure bursts into much finer droplets. Both the second and third observed
breakup regimes resemble similarities to the standard bag breakup regime.
In the 8 kRPM case, seen in Figure 6, the ligaments are shorter and the droplets formed have
smaller diameters than in the 5 kRPM case, as expected. The breakup, as a result, occurs closer to
the edge of the cup, which indicates shorter breakup times. The ligament angle in relation to the
cup also experiences a notable increase, which then translates into a change in the projection angle at
which the droplets are ejected from the ligaments. This result is expected as well since the only change
was rotational speed, which would thus increase the shearing force on the ligaments. Additionally,
the same regimes that appeared in the previous case are observed to appear in this case. However,
the elongated ligament to droplet breakup (row “a” of Figure 6) appears more prevalent and breaks up
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into more droplets along its length. The other notable difference is that the breakup in the row “c” of
Figure 6 also resembles the bag-stamen type of breakup [41] as opposed to only a bag breakup.Coatings 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 17 
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to smaller droplet sizes. All of these trends are continuations of the changes from the 5 to 8 kRPM 
case and can be said to be trends of the system as a whole under the conditions tested. 
Figure 6. Image sequences of three different ligaments in the 8 kRPM case over time (moving from
left to right in the respective row): elongated ligament into droplet (a); ligament into bag breakup (b);
and bag breakup off of the cup (c). These images within each sequence were taken 10 frames, or 29.4 µs,
apart. The boxed liquid structure is the liquid of interest.
Finally, in the 12 kRPM case, seen in Figure 7, the ligaments and droplets again become even
smaller and disintegrate faster. The angle between the ligaments and the cup increases further still,
and all of the mentioned regimes are still present. Additionally, the two forms of bag breakup (row
“b” and “c” of Figure 7) appear even less frequently as the elongated ligament into droplet breakup
(row “a” of Figure 7) becomes more dominant. The elongated ligaments also break into even more
droplets along the ligament length than in the 8 kRPM case. Another observation is that the second
type of breakup, seen in the row “b” of Figure 7, possibly transitions to a dual-bag breakup [43] and
that the breakup sequence in row “c” may transition from bag-stamen to shear-stripping breakup [41].
Such results indicate that droplet formation modes, which normally occur in secondary breakup
regions, are occurring in the primary breakup region in this process. They also indicate that the
increasing difference in shearing force versus surface tension forces is advancing the type of breakup
to smaller droplet sizes. All of these trends are continuations of the changes from the 5 to 8 kRPM case
and can be said to be trends of the system as a whole under the conditions tested.
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Figure 7. Image sequences of three different ligaments in the 12 kRPM case over time (moving from
left to right in the respective row): elongated ligament into droplet (a); ligament into bag breakup (b);
and bag breakup off of the cup (c). These images within each sequence were taken 7 frames, or 20.6 µs,
apart. The liquid structure of interest is boxed for convenience.
3.2. Size Statistics
The number and volume distributions for the ligaments and droplets, both separately and
combined, are shown in Figure 8. These distributions were calculated by binning the hydraulic
diameter statistics in 20 µm intervals and then normalizing the curves by the sum of the distribution.
For the ligaments-only and droplets-only data, it is worth noting that the sum of overall distribution,
which includes the data for both, was used instead of their respective sums. This normalization
was done to show the relative contribution of the ligaments and droplets to the overall distribution.
The droplets dominate the shape of the overall number distribution curve, which is expected since on
average there are considerably more droplets in a given image than ligaments. Thus, an expanded
version of the ligament number distribution was inset to better display its shape.
The number distributions show a shift for the droplets-only (Figure 8b), ligaments-only (Figure 8c)
and overall (Figure 8a) distributions to smaller hydraulic diameters with increasing RPM. This trend
is accentuated in the respective volume distribution graphs for the ligaments-only (Figure 8f),
droplets-only (Figure 8e) and in the overall case (Figure 8d). The ligaments-only number distribution,
shown in Figure 8c, is bimodal with a peak at larger hydraulic diameters shifting towards lower
hydraulic diameters with higher RPM. The droplet-only distribution, shown in Figure 8b, shares a
similar peak-shift to lower hydraulic diameters, but is not bimodal. These results collectively indicate
that there are two regimes of ligament size in the near-cup field of view that lead to a single distribution
of droplet sizes. Both ligament and droplet sizes decrease with increasing RPM.
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Figure 8. Number (a–c) and volumetric (d–f) distributions of droplets (b,e), ligaments (c,f) and both
(a,d) for the 6000 RPM, 9000 RPM, and 12,000 RPM bell speed cases in 20 µm intervals and then
normalizing the curves by the sum of the distribution.
It is worth noting that the peak at smaller hydraulic diameters for this data occurs near the
resolution limit of the optical setup. Thus, any change in the diameters of these small particles with
RPM is not resolved. The percentage of particles in this peak increases, without shifting, until the
12,000 RPM case where the particles are small enough to avoid being detected by the image processing.
Such a result can be seen in Figure 8c, where the ligament distribution experienced a large reduction
in small particle data. Additionally, despite the exclusion of electrostatic forces, the bimodality of
the distributions is a result that matches what is found in the literature for electrostatic droplet size
distributions [6].
The shapes of these droplet distributions are consistent to what is reported in literature, however,
the ligaments have never been measured in this way, with a hydraulic diameter approximation.
With the documented shrinking of ligament width in this rotational rate regime [34], it can be assumed
that the hydraulic diameter that has been calculated should also decrease. The ligament length and
width number distributions, shown in Figure 9, illustrate this expected trend of decreasing size with
increasing bell speed. These distributions were calculated in the same way as in Figure 8, except the
ligament lengths were binned for every 300 µm and the ligament widths were binned for every
40 µm. It can be seen that with increasing RPM, the lengths and widths of the ligaments both decrease.
The ligament lengths and width results are more directly analogous to what has been found in literature
than the hydraulic diameter approximation, and the trends in the values are the same.
The span of each distribution was calculated to give a measure of the variability for each case that
could be compared. Sauter mean diameters (or D32) values, which can give an estimate of average
particle size when only a surface diameter is known, were calculated to assign a single, characteristic
value to each size distribution that could be compared across cases. The respective spans and D32
values for the droplet, ligament, and overall distributions are given in Table 2. The droplet spans are
calculated using Equation (2):
∆v =
Dv0.9 − Dv0.1
Dv0.5
(2)
where ∆v is the relative span factor and DP is the hydraulic diameter at which the cumulative volume
distribution is qual to P for each respective value. The results from Table 2 show that the total span
id not sig ificantly change with increasing RPM for t ligaments and ov rall statistics, but increased
by 15.9% for the droplets from the lowest to highest rotational speed case. An increase in the span
for the droplets suggests greater droplet size variability in t e spray when flowrate remains on tant
but rotational speed is increas d. Th D32 calcula ions, given in Table 2, also further display th trend
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of decreasing fluid particle size with increasing RPM. This trend for the Sauter mean diameters is
expected for this system since only the rotational speed is changing.Coatings 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 17 
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Figure 9. Ligament length (a) and width (b) number distributions for the 6000 RPM, 9000 RPM and
12,000 RPM bell speed cases.
Table 2. Fluid size spans and D32 [µm] values for ligaments, droplets, and their combined statistics for
each tested bell speed.
Statistical Quantities
Bell Speed [kRPM]
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Span
Ligaments 0.61 0.60 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.58
Droplets 0.84 0.86 0.90 0.93 0.87 0.94 0.95 0.99
Combined 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.96
D32 [µm]
Ligaments 274 252 234 223 221 209 205 201
Droplets 153 144 136 132 137 124 123 119
Combined 228 207 187 175 175 159 153 146
Overall, the respective trends of the various size statistics presented match what is found in the
literature for similar systems. These comparisons were made to demonstrate that this imaging and
post-processing method could be effective at both capturing and analyzing the data typically studied
in this field, but with the added ability to determine simultaneous size-dependent velocities.
3.3. Velocity Statistics
The fluid velocity distributions for the magnitude of the velocity vectors and both the tangential
components of those vectors with respect to the cup are shown in Figure 10. These distributions
were calculated in the same manner as the size distributions, but with bin intervals of 2 m/s. Clearly,
for each case, as the RPM increases, the velocity magnitude also increases. This result is expected since
the bell is rotating at higher rotational speeds, however, the ligaments and droplets peak at different
velocities. The vertical lines in Figure 10 indicate the magnitude of the tangential speed for each
case. As the bell speed increases, the peak ligament velocity approaches the tangential cup velocity,
but is greater than the tangential cup velocity for low RPM. In contrast, the peaks for the droplet
distributions are centered approximately at the tangential cup velocity across all cases. An interesting
result, however, is the apparent broadening of the tangential velocity distributions to the left of their
peaks across all cases as the rotational speed increases in Figure 10. Such a result means that the
fluid distributions begin to increasingly favor smaller velocity vectors as rotational speed is increased.
This could be indicative of more collisions happening or increased interference from air recirculation,
which would result in greater numbers of fluid particles being slowed.
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Figure 10. Velocity number distributions of ligaments (c,f), droplets (b,e) and both (a,d), and associated
tangential cup velocity (TCV) plotted as vertical lines for the 6000 RPM, 9000 RPM, and 12,000 RPM
bell speed cases.
The mean velocity was calculated for both the velocity vectors a d the tang ntial component of
the velocity vectors for their respectiv ligaments-only, droplets-only, and overall data sets. The results
of these calculations can be seen in Table 3, compared to the calculated tangential cup speed, based on
the RPM and cup diameter. These alcul ted value further show that as bell speed is increased,
droplet and ligament velocities also increase, as expected.
Table 3. Comparison of the mean velocity valu s for the original v locity vectors and the tangential
component velocity vectors at each bell speed tested to the calculated tangential cup speed.
Measured Quantities
Bell Speed [kRPM]
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Tangential Cup Speed [m/s]
17.0 20.4 23.8 27.2 30.6 34.0 37.4 40.8
Vavg—Total [m/s]
Ligaments 20.3 24.9 26.7 28.9 32.9 36.3 38.7 40.9
Droplets 18.5 21.7 24.8 27.3 30.8 32.9 35.6 37.9
Combined 19.0 22.5 25.2 27.6 31.2 33.4 36.0 38.2
Vavg—Tangential [m/s]
Ligaments 16.9 21.5 25.2 27.1 30.0 33.7 36.6 38.5
Droplets 15.6 18.7 21.9 24.5 27.9 29.9 32.8 35.0
Combined 16.0 19.4 22.6 25.0 28.3 30.5 33.3 35.4
Additionally, the average tangential component of velocity for the ligaments, across all cases,
is almost exactly that of the calculated tangential cup speed. This result makes sense given that the
ligaments were defined as fluid elements still attached to the cup, and therefore their velocity should
essentially match. Notably, the values show that despite the locations of the peaks of the droplets-only
velocity distributions approximating the tangential cup speed, the ligaments-only data is the case that
has a mean closest to the tangential cup speed. This implies that the detached droplets are experiencing
acceleration or deceleration likely due to the shaping airflow, even at such a close proximity to the cup.
Most of these results are expected, though they have not been explicitly found in the literature.
Next, the average velocity conditioned on particle size was computed, as shown in Figure 11, to study
the effect of particle size on these velocity vectors. These values were calculated by conditionally
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averaging the velocities of fluid particles within specified diameter bins. The results again show the
expected result that the ligaments are moving faster than the droplets in the flow, independent of size.
However, they also demonstrate that the larger fluid particles, both ligaments and droplets, move
at higher velocities at larger sizes. Thus, the performance of the combined optical setup and image
processing allowed for size and velocity data for all fluid particles in the images, from a single data set.
It is worth noting that recent work showed that larger droplets tend to have slower impact velocities
closer to target in high speed rotary bells [44]. Further investigation is needed to understand the trend
transition in the spray flowfield (plume).
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4. Conclusions
Using high-speed shadowgraph imaging, qualitative ligament breakup mechanisms were
observed and quantitative droplet and ligament sizes were measured for a rotary bell atomizer,
with the inclusion of shaping air, near its cup edge for eight operational bell speeds. In regards to the
qualitative observations of the ligament to droplet breakup for the conditions tested, several notable
trends were found. First was that there were multiple ligament breakup regimes for a given rotational
speed. The first of these regimes was that of a ligament forming an unstable, mushroom-tip as it grows,
and then having that fluid mass eject as a droplet while the rest of the ligament forms into satellite
droplets along its length. The next two regimes were different forms of bag breakup where a bag of fluid
is formed at the end of a ligament and eventually explodes into satellite droplets. As rotational speed
was increased, the dominance of the first type of regime also increased. The two bag breakup regimes
were also seen to evolve and become more catastrophic in their breakup. Visually, the ligaments
in the images can also be seen to become shorter, and breakup faster, with higher rotational speed.
Other changes with increasing rotational speed are an increase in ligament angle to the cup and an
increase in the number of satellite droplets in a given fluid disintegration. Further investigation into
modeling or predicting these ligament structures and behaviors under these conditions is necessary.
The imaging technique used also allowed for a large quantitative sampling of both droplet
and ligament sizes. An image post-processing method was utilized to distinguish between the fluid
particles and background illumination accounting directly for frame-to-frame variations in background
signal. Once the images were binarized, the fluid sizes were calculated. In addition, images of only
the droplets, with very little background noise were used to calculate velocity vectors and to correlate
these velocities to individual particles.
This method was demonstrated on water as opposed to paint. However, it is easier to image
paint using shadowgraph than it is with water for a couple of reasons. First, paint is more opaque
and much more viscous than water. Therefore, the droplets have clearer edges in the images, much
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slower breakup times, and larger sizes, assuming all operational parameters are equal. It can be
assumed that the resulting shadowgraph data would also be applicable for the image processing of
paint experiments.
The resulting size distributions showed that both ligament and droplet hydraulic diameters,
as well as overall ligament length and width, decrease with increased RPM. The distributions also
illustrated that ligaments have a bimodal size distribution, indicating two separate regimes of ligament
size in the images. The droplets, however, appeared to have a singular mode size distribution with a
slight skew towards larger droplets that began to narrow with increasing rotational speed. This result
suggests that the range of droplet sizes, in the field of view imaged and within the parameter ranges
tested, narrows with increasing RPM.
The post-processed images were examined using PIV and PTV to determine droplet and ligament
velocities. The raw velocity magnitude distributions indicate that the droplet velocities center on the
tangential cup velocity, while the ligament velocities center near a velocity that is slightly higher than
the tangential cup speed, but maintain an average velocity very close to the cup speed. This result
could be an artifact of the effect of the liquid flow velocity or shaping airflow in the system. The velocity
magnitude distributions show that as cup speed increases, the ligament velocity distribution begins
to approach the tangential cup speed. This indicates the peaks are more closely approaching the
numerical average of the ligament data and that other forces in the system become less important
if bell speed is sufficiently increased at these parameters. These results are also reaffirmed by the
hydraulic diameter relation to average velocity that show the same trend for ligament and droplet
velocities with respect to the tangential cup speed.
To conclude, an image processing method was developed to gather relevant data from a rotary
bell atomization system operating at relevant parameters to that of an assembly plant, all from a
single set of image data that was captured continuously. The method demonstrated both that it could
produce data that matched results found in the literature, and could provide some new insight into
fluid interactions and trends within the rotary bell atomization process. Future application of this tool
could be in the monitoring of in-use bell applicators to allow for feedback on potential changes in
specified, relevant flow parameters. Such development would be even more relevant to possible paint
application in assembly plants.
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